Week 1: Sunday,8 January to Saturday, 14 January, 2017

Program Guide
Week 2
Sunday January 8th, 2017
5:00 am

CCTV English News - The English language news channel from China Central Television
(CCTV) in Beijing, the nation's largest national broadcasting network.

5:30 am

NHK World English News - News from Japan's Broadcasting Corporation, NHK,
delivering the latest in business, technology, health, environmental and world news, in
English.

5:45 am

France 24 Feature - News feature in English from France 24, Paris.

6:00 am

France 24 English News - International news and current affairs television from Paris,
offering a French perspective on world events, in English.

6:30 am

Deutsche Welle English News - News and analysis of the top international and
European news and current affairs from Berlin, in English.

7:00 am

Al Jazeera English News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in
English.

7:30 am

Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.

8:10 am

Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.

8:40 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.

9:30 am

Greek News From Cyprus - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.

10:30 am

German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.

Program Guide SBS – Week 2

Sunday January 8th, 2017
EASTERN STATES (NSW, ACT, VIC, TAS)
11:00 am

Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.

12:00 pm

Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.

12:30 pm

Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.

1:00 pm

Speedweek - A comprehensive motor sports program for speed enthusiasts. (Motor
Sport) CC

3:00 pm

LIVE NBL: NZ Breakers V Adelaide 36ers - Exclusive live coverage of Round 14 of the
NBL 2016-17. Watch as New Zealand Breakers take on Adelaide 36ers at Titanium
Security Arena. (Sport) (Basketball) **Live**

5:00 pm

Small Business Secrets - In this episode we check out the small businesses making a
huge impact on social economic issues. We visit Melbourne social enterprise Pollinate
Energy, who are lighting up Indian slums with solar lighting, and fly to Hong Kong to drop
in on Les Beatitudes, the stay-at-home mums making purses out of neckties to support
their family. We head to Brisbane to auto repair shop Brothers Garage, who train up atrisk youth, asylum seekers and the disabled, and visit Dick Smith in his Sydney home to
gain his business insight. We also explore the young Australians fighting the global water
crisis, and check out a warehouse employing those from disadvantaged backgrounds to
recycle mattresses from landfills. (S.1 Ep.10) (SBS Production) (Documentary Series)
(Rpt) (Class. tba) CC
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Sunday January 8th, 2017
SOUTH AUSTRALIA
11:00 am

Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.

12:00 pm

Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.

12:30 pm

Speedweek - A comprehensive motor sports program for speed enthusiasts. (Motor
Sport) CC

2:30 pm

LIVE NBL: NZ Breakers V Adelaide 36ers - Exclusive live coverage of Round 14 of the
NBL 2016-17. Watch as New Zealand Breakers take on Adelaide 36ers at Titanium
Security Arena. (Sport) (Basketball) **Live**

4:30 pm

Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.

5:00 pm

Small Business Secrets - In this episode we check out the small businesses making a
huge impact on social economic issues. We visit Melbourne social enterprise Pollinate
Energy, who are lighting up Indian slums with solar lighting, and fly to Hong Kong to drop
in on Les Beatitudes, the stay-at-home mums making purses out of neckties to support
their family. We head to Brisbane to auto repair shop Brothers Garage, who train up atrisk youth, asylum seekers and the disabled, and visit Dick Smith in his Sydney home to
gain his business insight. We also explore the young Australians fighting the global water
crisis, and check out a warehouse employing those from disadvantaged backgrounds to
recycle mattresses from landfills. (S.1 Ep.10) (SBS Production) (Documentary Series)
(Rpt) (Class. tba) CC
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Sunday January 8th, 2017
QUEENSLAND
11:00 am

Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.

12:00 pm

Speedweek - A comprehensive motor sports program for speed enthusiasts. (Motor
Sport) CC

2:00 pm

LIVE NBL: NZ Breakers V Adelaide 36ers - Exclusive live coverage of Round 14 of the
NBL 2016-17. Watch as New Zealand Breakers take on Adelaide 36ers at Titanium
Security Arena. (Sport) (Basketball) **Live**

4:00 pm

Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.

4:30 pm

Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.

5:00 pm

Small Business Secrets - In this episode we check out the small businesses making a
huge impact on social economic issues. We visit Melbourne social enterprise Pollinate
Energy, who are lighting up Indian slums with solar lighting, and fly to Hong Kong to drop
in on Les Beatitudes, the stay-at-home mums making purses out of neckties to support
their family. We head to Brisbane to auto repair shop Brothers Garage, who train up atrisk youth, asylum seekers and the disabled, and visit Dick Smith in his Sydney home to
gain his business insight. We also explore the young Australians fighting the global water
crisis, and check out a warehouse employing those from disadvantaged backgrounds to
recycle mattresses from landfills. (S.1 Ep.10) (SBS Production) (Documentary Series)
(Rpt) (Class. tba) CC
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Sunday January 8th, 2017
NORTHERN TERRITORY
11:00 am

Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.

11:30 pm

Speedweek - A comprehensive motor sports program for speed enthusiasts. (Motor
Sport) CC

1:30 pm

LIVE NBL: NZ Breakers V Adelaide 36ers - Exclusive live coverage of Round 14 of the
NBL 2016-17. Watch as New Zealand Breakers take on Adelaide 36ers at Titanium
Security Arena. (Sport) (Basketball) **Live**

3:30 pm

Tales From The Bush Larder - Octopus - This series takes viewers on a tour of Kenya
and her more unusual and unknown gastronomic delights. Hosted by Kiran Jethwa, a
Kenyan born and internationally trained chef, has returned from a global gastronomic
education to settle in the country he loves, Kenya. In this series, Kiran travels the length
and breadth of Kenya to source rare and highly prized ingredients, primarily in the "bush
larder", meeting diverse people from many different tribal backgrounds and exploring
landscapes ranging from the highlands of Mount Kenya to the Lamu archipelago. (From
the Netherlands, in English & Swahili) (Food Series) (Rpt) G CC

4:00 pm

Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.

4:30 pm

Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.

5:00 pm

Small Business Secrets - In this episode we check out the small businesses making a
huge impact on social economic issues. We visit Melbourne social enterprise Pollinate
Energy, who are lighting up Indian slums with solar lighting, and fly to Hong Kong to drop
in on Les Beatitudes, the stay-at-home mums making purses out of neckties to support
their family. We head to Brisbane to auto repair shop Brothers Garage, who train up atrisk youth, asylum seekers and the disabled, and visit Dick Smith in his Sydney home to
gain his business insight. We also explore the young Australians fighting the global water
crisis, and check out a warehouse employing those from disadvantaged backgrounds to
recycle mattresses from landfills. (S.1 Ep.10) (SBS Production) (Documentary Series)
(Rpt) (Class. tba) CC
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Sunday January 8th, 2017
WESTERN AUSTRALIA
11:00 am

Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.

12:00 pm

LIVE NBL: NZ Breakers V Adelaide 36ers - Exclusive live coverage of Round 14 of the
NBL 2016-17. Watch as New Zealand Breakers take on Adelaide 36ers at Titanium
Security Arena. (Sport) (Basketball) **Live**

2:00 pm
4:00 pm

Speedweek - A comprehensive motor sports program for speed enthusiasts. (Motor
Sport) CC
Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.

4:30 pm

Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.

5:00 pm

Small Business Secrets - In this episode we check out the small businesses making a
huge impact on social economic issues. We visit Melbourne social enterprise Pollinate
Energy, who are lighting up Indian slums with solar lighting, and fly to Hong Kong to drop
in on Les Beatitudes, the stay-at-home mums making purses out of neckties to support
their family. We head to Brisbane to auto repair shop Brothers Garage, who train up atrisk youth, asylum seekers and the disabled, and visit Dick Smith in his Sydney home to
gain his business insight. We also explore the young Australians fighting the global water
crisis, and check out a warehouse employing those from disadvantaged backgrounds to
recycle mattresses from landfills. (S.1 Ep.10) (SBS Production) (Documentary Series)
(Rpt) (Class. tba) CC
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Sunday January 8th, 2017
ALL MARKETS REJOIN
5:30 pm

Motor Sport: Dakar Rally 2017 - Coverage of the Dakar Rally 2017. This year will see
the addition of Paraguay, the 29th country in its history. Australian winner of the 2016
Motorbike Class, Toby Price, will seek to defend his title. (Sport) (Motor Sports) CC

6:00 pm

Air Crash Detectives - Bakers Creek, Australia, 14th June, 1943. For the men about to
board "Miss Every Morning Fixin", the pressures of the War had been eased by a period
of rest and relaxation in Queensland, but they were about to return to war operations in
Port Moresby, Papua New Guinea. They were never to return. Shortly after take-off the
aircraft plunged into the ground killing everyone aboard - apart from one survivor, who
would spend the rest of his life coping with the injuries he received that day. This accident
is still Australia’s worse ever plane crash and yet it was hushed up by the Australian and
US governments until after the war had ended, with the relatives being told that those on
board had perished in a crash over the South Pacific. (From the UK) (Documentary) (Rpt)
PG CC

6:30 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and international
news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS Production) CC

7:30 pm

Tutankhamun: The Truth Uncovered - What killed King Tutankhamun? Ever since his
spectacular tomb was discovered, the boy king has been the most famous pharaoh of all
ancient Egypt. But his mysterious death, at just 19 years old, has never been explained. In
this special documentary, presenter Dallas Campbell reveals new scientific research and
carries out unique experiments to get to the truth. For the first time, a virtual autopsy of
Tut's mummified body reveals astonishing secrets about the pharaoh. This is an epic
detective story that uncovers the extraordinary truth of the boy behind the golden mask.
(From Scotland, in English) (Documentary) (Archaeology) (Rpt) G CC

8:35 pm

Ancient Egypt’s Lost City - Swallowed by the Sea - In the fading days of the Pharaohs,
the city of Heracleion was the gateway to Egypt and a port beyond compare. Despite its
importance, Heracleion mysteriously disappeared from history as if wiped from the face of
the Earth. This documentary follows a team of maritime archaeologists as they uncover
glorious temples, statues, houses, and boats lying perfectly preserved beneath the sea.
They provide a unique snapshot of Egyptian life over 2,000 years ago. (From the UK)
(Documentary) (Rpt) G CC

9:45 pm

Confronting Isis - Reporting from Saudi Arabia, Iraq, Jordan and Turkey, Frontline
correspondent Martin Smith presses government and military officials to describe the
conflict from their perspective and give their recommendations on how to move forward.
Confronting ISIS examines the successes, failures and challenges of the US-led fight to
degrade and destroy ISIS. No one wants to see ISIS succeed, but the lack of common
priorities between the US and Middle Eastern allies has complicated the fighting process.
This two-hour special investigates as ISIS loses ground in the region, but strikes out
abroad. (From the US) (Documentary) (Class.tba) CC **Premiere**

11:05 pm

Putin's Way - Dateline's Brett Mason presents this special documentary which
investigates the accusations of criminality and corruption that have surrounded Vladimir
Putin’s reign in Russia. Tracing his career back over two decades, the program reveals
how the accumulation of wealth and power has led to autocratic rule and the spectre of a
new Cold War. (From the US) (Documentary) (Rpt) PG CC
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Sunday January 8th, 2017
12:05 am

2:10 am

4:05 am

Clinton V Trump: The Choice 2016 - With anticipation building in the lead-up to the 2016
US Presidential Election, the duelling stories of opposing candidates Donald Trump and
Hillary Clinton are exposed in this two-hour documentary premiere. This is a journey into
the places, people, and decisive moments that made the people who are competing for
US Presidency. Hundreds of hours of research and dozens of original interviews with
those who knew them best reveal new details and fresh insights about them both - and the
choice the American people have to make in November 2016. (From the US)
(Documentary) (Rpt) PG(A) CC
MOVIE:
Regrets - Mathieu, an introverted Parisian architect, returns to his home town to tend to
his dying mother. Here he reunites with his old high-school flame, Maya, pursuing a
passionate love affair under the noses of his semi-suspecting wife and Maya's brutish
farmer husband. Directed by Cédric Kahn and stars Yvan Attal, Valeria Bruni Tedeschi
and Arly Jover. (From France, in French) (Drama) (2009) (Rpt) M (A,S)
Strip The City - Inca Empire Landslide City - This episode uses stunning CGI animation
to strip the ancient city of Machu Picchu naked of its stonework - block by block - to
explore the secret technology and infrastructure that enabled it to be built. Perched on
slopes 3,300 metres up in the Andes, Machu Picchu was home to over 1000 people. Built
as a royal retreat for the emperor it took a thousand stonemasons almost a hundred years
to complete. Constantly under threat from earthquakes, landslides and floods how did this
ancient city survive for over 400 years? (S.2,Ep.7) (From the UK) (Documentary Series)
(Rpt) G CC
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Monday January 9th, 2017
5:00 am

CCTV English News - The English language news channel from China Central Television
(CCTV) in Beijing, the nation's largest national broadcasting network.

5:30 am

NHK World English News - News from Japan's Broadcasting Corporation, NHK,
delivering the latest in business, technology, health, environmental and world news, in
English.

5:45 am

France 24 Feature - News feature in English from France 24, Paris.

6:00 am

France 24 English News - International news and current affairs television from Paris,
offering a French perspective on world events, in English.

6:30 am

Deutsche Welle English News - News and analysis of the top international and
European news and current affairs from Berlin, in English.

7:00 am

Al Jazeera English News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in
English.

7:30 am

Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.

8:10 am

Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.

8:40 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.

9:30 am

Greek News From Cyprus - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.

10:30 am

German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.

11:00 am

Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.

12:00 pm

Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.

12:30 pm

Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.

1:00 pm

Al Jazeera News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in English.

2:00 pm

Mirusia: This Time Tomorrow - Mirusia returns in a stunning production filmed in the
Netherlands on her European tour 2016. Share in this live performance with an array of
European musicians led by her Australian musical director Greame Press, and introducing
two young Australian sopranos in a musical tour de force. (From Australia) (Arts) (Class.
Tba)

4:05 pm

Wild France - Through a series of compelling and moving stories in the wild, this two-part
documentary series reveals France as a country blessed with natural riches. France is a
country where the rich, fertile and well watered soil has given birth to an exceptional level
of biodiversity. This program explores its full range up close and personal. In the Pyrenees
we meet the brown bear, whose spring diet requires an abundance of protein rich foods.
In Ecrins Nation Park in the Alps, the golden eagle hunts marmots, who have developed a
sophisticated collective surveillance system to keep them safe. And up in the mountains,
wild wolves are also out in force, and two wolf pups are getting used to the world outside
their den for the very first time. (Part 1 of 2) (From France, in English) (Documentary)
(Rpt) G CC
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Monday January 9th, 2017
5:00 pm

Living Black - A Spiritual Meeting - Australia's leading Indigenous current affairs
program. Hosted by Karla Grant. (An SBS/NITV Production) CC

5:30 pm

Motor Sport: Dakar Rally 2017 - Coverage of the Dakar Rally 2017. This year will see
the addition of Paraguay, the 29th country in its history. Australian winner of the 2016
Motorbike Class, Toby Price, will seek to defend his title. (Sport) (Motor Sports) CC

6:00 pm

Rick Stein's Spain - Rick heads for the little known region of Extramadura - it’s famous
for pimenton and Spain’s most celebrated ham Iberico. In his old camper he drives south
to Spain’s most romantic city - Seville the home of tapas and flamenco. (From the UK)
(Food Series) (Rpt) G CC

6:30 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and international
news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS Production) CC

7:30 pm

Michael Mosley: Trust Me, I'm A Doctor - In this brand new season of Trust Me, I'm A
Doctor, Michael Mosley and his team go behind the headlines to give the definitive
answers to health questions. (S.5 Ep.1) (From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Class. tba)
CC **New Series Premiere**

8:30 pm

Simon Reeve's Caribbean - The Caribbean has some of the most exotic and enticing
locations on earth. It is also crammed full of history, conflict, culture, adventure, wildlife,
glamour and colourful characters. Journalist Simon Reeve’s journey around the Caribbean
will take him from the slums of Haiti to luxury offshore tax havens; from the beaches of
Barbados to the Venezuelan oil fields; from the jungles of Costa Rica to the drug war in
Honduras and from the coral reefs of Belize to a cricket match in Jamaica. Simon begins
his journey around the Caribbean on the island of Hispaniola and its two very different
countries - the Dominican Republic, a tourist hotspot, and Haiti, the poorest country in the
western hemisphere. He ends this first leg on Puerto Rico, a Caribbean island that is
practically America's 51st state. (S.1,Ep.1) (From the UK) (Documentary) (Rpt) PG CC

9:40 pm

The Science Of Laughter - What exactly is laughter? We all do it, from almost the
second we're born, but why? Referred to by experts as the enemy of breathing, BBC's
Horizon learns how modern science is revealing just how complex this obscure behaviour
is and how pivotal it's been to our evolution as a species. Join Horizon on this witty and
absorbing trip across the globe, into the surprisingly understudied world of laughter
science. (From the UK) (Documentary) (Class. Tba) CC **Premiere**

10:40 pm

World News Australia Late - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and
international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS
Production) CC

11:10 pm

The World Game - Join the SBS football team for highlights and previews, plus the best
action, news and exclusive interviews from around the football world. (An SBS Production)
(Football/Soccer) CC

11:40 pm

Spiral - Herville strives to endear himself to the police commissioner, who is eager to
have a case resolved in order to whip up positive publicity, so Gilou steps in with a daring
suggestion. But much is at stake, and Gilou's plan threatens to backfire. Laure's team
hires an informant who was already on the payroll of Bremont's crime unit. Stephane
Jaulin finds himself under increasing pressure as the number one suspect. In court,
Joséphine goes head to head with the infamous Eric Edelman, who is defending the two
policemen accused of manslaughter and corruption. (S.5 Ep.5) (From France, in French)
(Drama Series) M(A,V,L)
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Monday January 9th, 2017
12:45 am

1:50 am

Spiral - While pursuing the raiders, police come across new evidence which could
potentially shift the focus of the double murder investigation. Pierre Clément presses an
increasingly inflexible Judge Roban to free his client, as Stephane Jaulin sinks further into
the depths of despair, with major consequences. Having been successfully represented by
Joséphine in court, young Laetitia Ribeiro is acquitted and finally leaves prison to return to
life on her estate. Determined to turn over a new leaf, she soon finds that her options are
tragically limited and is roped into a criminal plan. (S.5 Ep.6) (From France, in French)
(Drama Series) M(V,L)
MOVIE:
Elementary Particles - Based on Michel Houellebecq's novel Atomised, the film tells the
story of two half-brothers, Michael and Bruno, who struggle to deal with their issues
relating to sex and love. Nominated for the Golden Bear at the 2006 Berlin International
Film Festival. Directed by Oskar Roehler and stars Moritz Bleibtreu, Christian Ulmen and
Franka Potente. (From Germany, in German and English) (Drama) (2006) (Rpt) MA (A,S)

3:45 am

24 Hours In Emergency - Stay With Me - In this week’s episode those providing the
bedside support take centre stage as a girlfriend, a wife and a daughter keep spirits high
in difficult times. First up is 22-year-old Paul who’s been stabbed in the face and arm with
a broken bottle outside a pub in Kingston. Meanwhile 93-year-old Angela is brought to
emergency by her daughter Elizabeth after suffering from blood loss and disorientation at
her care home. (S.6,Ep.4) (From the UK) (Documentary) (Rpt) M(A,L) CC

4:45 am

Vikingar - In Iceland in the year 1000, Magnus, a fearless Viking warrior, confronts Bjarni
the Berserker who abducted his wife and child. Their rivalry is only the beginning. (From
France & Iceland, in Icelandic & English) (Short) (Rpt) MA(V,L) CC
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Tuesday January 10th, 2017
5:00 am

CCTV English News - The English language news channel from China Central Television
(CCTV) in Beijing, the nation's largest national broadcasting network.

5:30 am

NHK World English News - News from Japan's Broadcasting Corporation, NHK,
delivering the latest in business, technology, health, environmental and world news, in
English.

6:00 am

France 24 English News - International news and current affairs television from Paris,
offering a French perspective on world events, in English.

6:30 am

Deutsche Welle English News - News and analysis of the top international and
European news and current affairs from Berlin, in English.

7:00 am

Al Jazeera English News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in
English.

7:30 am

Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.

8:10 am

Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.

8:40 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.

9:30 am

Greek News From Cyprus - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.

10:30 am

German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.

11:00 am

Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.

12:00 pm

Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.

12:30 pm

Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.

1:00 pm

PBS Newshour - Reviews and analysis of the day's news presented by Judy Woodruff for
the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) in the United States.

1:55 pm

Andre Rieu: Live In Australia - Andre Rieu performs in Melbourne during his much loved
and much-celebrated 2009 Australian tour. (From Australia) (Arts) G CC

3:05 pm

Trawlermen - Offshore fishing, the most dangerous job in Britain, has a problem when it
comes to getting new recruits. But 17-year-old Ryan wants to take up the challenge. He
sets out on his first trip into the rough Norwegian waters, on one of the most successful
trawlers in Britain, the Ryanwood. If he doesn't work hard and impress the skipper he'll be
looking for a new job when they return to port. (From the UK, in English) (Documentary
Series) (Rpt) PG CC

3:35 pm

Oceans Of The Solar System - Water defines the Earth, and is crucial to life. Once we
thought oceans were unique to our planet, but astronomers are now discovering them all
over the solar system, raising the possibility of life in places we never thought possible.
This program sets sail on an epic journey; from the icy wastes of Enceladus to the
prehistoric oceans of Mars, and to the methane lakes of Saturn's biggest moon Titan where NASA plans to send a submarine to dive into the murky depths. Are we on the
verge of discovering that - far from being unique - life in the solar system is ubiquitous?
(From the UK) (Documentary) (Rpt) G CC
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Tuesday January 10th, 2017
4:30 pm

Giraffe: Africa's High Society - Giraffes are extreme in every way; nearly six metres tall,
they are wonders of physiology, endowed by nature with a range of special tricks that
enable them to survive. For a long time, scientists and conservationists paid little attention
to these giants, assuming they knew everything there was to know about Africa’s ‘high
society’. However, nothing could be further from the truth: scientists are becoming
increasingly fascinated by this neglected species. (From Austria, in English)
(Documentary) G CC **Premiere**

5:30 pm

Motor Sport: Dakar Rally 2017 - Coverage of the Dakar Rally 2017. This year will see
the addition of Paraguay, the 29th country in its history. Australian winner of the 2016
Motorbike Class, Toby Price, will seek to defend his title. (Sport) (Motor Sports) CC

6:00 pm

Shane Delia's Moorish Spice Journey Best Bites - Morocco - Enter the mind of a
master chef, as Shane Delia travels the length and breadth of Morocco, seeking
inspiration from ancient recipes in order to create new dishes for his own restaurant. This
special episode features Shane's favourite meals and moments from Morocco, including
mouth-watering couscous, an authentic lamb tagine and to finish off, a decadent chocolate
brownie. (Part 1 of 2) (From Australia, in Arabic (Moroccan) & English) (Food Series) G
CC

6:30 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and international
news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS Production)

7:30 pm

Riding Britain's Railways - Steam Revolution - Climb up on the footplate and join
historian and host Dan Cruickshank for a railway adventure like no other as he
investigates how trains helped shape modern Britain. This three-part series resurrects an
exhilarating age and kicks off by focusing on the railways' role in defeating Hitler, before
unearthing the incredible engineering achievements of Isambard Brunel and embarking on
a trip on the earliest steam engines. (Part 1 of 3) (From the UK) (Documentary Series)
(Class. Tba) CC

8:30 pm

Should We Close Our Zoos? - Can we justify the existence of zoos in the current era?
Liz Bonnin explores the modern face of zoos and asks whether their claims to be centres
of conservation can be supported. (From the UK) (Documentary) PG CC **Premiere**

9:30 pm

One Born Every Minute - Stepping Up - Danika, a health care assistant with big plans
describes herself as a midwife side-kick but has ambitions to be a fully-fledged midwife
herself one day. Three sets of parents join Danika at the Liverpool Women's hospital.
Becky and Colin wait anxiously for their first baby who isn't in any rush to be born; Matt
and Milly are preparing for the birth of their child with precision and dedication; and Gary is
in danger of missing the birth of his child altogether. (S.6 Ep.4) (From the UK)
(Documentary Series) M(A,L) CC

10:30 pm

World News Australia Late - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and
international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS
Production)

11:00 pm

Lilyhammer - Loose Ends - Torgeir decides he wants to leave Frank and move to an
alpaca farm. Frank needs to put a stop to Tommy. (S.3 Ep.8) (From Norway & the US, in
English & Norwegian) (Drama Series) M(N,V,L)
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Tuesday January 10th, 2017
11:50 pm

MOVIE:
Shine - Inspired by the true story of Australian piano prodigy David Helfgott, this film
follows his journey from a childhood dominated by an overbearing father to his nervous
breakdown as a young adult. Years later he would return to the piano and to popular
acclaim in concert halls around the world. Directed by Scott Hicks and stars Geoffrey
Rush in his Oscar-winning role. Also stars Noah Taylor, Sonia Todd and Armin MuellerStahl. (From Australia) (Drama) (1996) (Rpt) PG(A,V) CC

1:45 am

24 Hours In Emergency - Worst Case Scenario - This series which is filmed round the
clock at King's College Hospital in south London, comes to a close with an episode
focusing on men of all ages facing illness and their fears. 79-year-old Arthur has been
brought to Resus after complaining of stomach pains. The medics are trying to work out
which one of his underlying conditions could be to blame - he’s on kidney dialysis, has an
existing ulcer and an enlarged aorta (the major artery in the heart). But Arthur’s not one for
complaining, he’s known tough times. Meanwhile, 20-year-old Tom, who works as a wine
merchant, is rushed into A&E after collapsing with acute chest pain and difficulty
breathing. Normally fit and well, Tom has no history of a heart condition or respiratory
problems and doctors are uncertain of the underlying cause of his pain. (Final) (From the
UK) (Documentary) (Rpt) M(A,L) CC

2:40 am

24 Hours In Police Custody - Guilty Little Secrets - Bedfordshire Police must decide
whether to charge two men arrested as part of a nationwide operation against people
possessing and, in some cases, distributing indecent images of children online.
(S.1,Ep.15) (From the UK) (Documentary) (Rpt) M(L,A) CC

3:30 am

One Born Every Minute - The hospital corridors at Southmead turn blue as one young
mum lets out all of her pent-up frustrations, on-off romancers finally take the plunge after
10 years of indecision, and pregnancy cravings make it into the delivery room. (S.5 Ep.14)
(From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) M(A) CC

4:25 am

Food Lovers' Guide To Australia - Maeve O'Meara and Joanna Savill continue to
explore the best food and produce around. In this episode, growing and preparing
vegetables; a gingerbread house in the Blue Mountains; crunchy heritage apples; and
cooking with Hungarian legend Edith Szabo. (An SBS Production) (Food Series) (Rpt) G
CC
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Wednesday January 11th, 2017
5:00 am

CCTV English News - The English language news channel from China Central Television
(CCTV) in Beijing, the nation's largest national broadcasting network.

5:30 am

NHK World English News - News from Japan's Broadcasting Corporation, NHK,
delivering the latest in business, technology, health, environmental and world news, in
English.

6:00 am

France 24 English News - International news and current affairs television from Paris,
offering a French perspective on world events, in English.

6:30 am

Deutsche Welle English News - News and analysis of the top international and
European news and current affairs from Berlin, in English.

7:00 am

Al Jazeera English News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in
English.

7:30 am

Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.

8:10 am

Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.

8:40 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.

9:30 am

Greek News From Cyprus - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.

10:30 am

German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.

11:00 am

Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.

12:00 pm

Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.

12:30 pm

Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.

1:00 pm

PBS Newshour - Reviews and analysis of the day's news presented by Judy Woodruff for
the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) in the United States.

1:55 pm

Who Do You Think You Are? - Nigel Havers - Actor Nigel Havers is usually cast in
upper-class roles, but his roots turn out to be very different. Following his mother's line,
Nigel travels to rural Cornwall to discover a tale of illegitimacy worthy of a period drama.
Pursuing his father's side, Nigel finds himself in Colchester learning about a Victorian man
who made good but ended up losing everything. (From the UK) (Documentary Series)
(Rpt) G CC

3:00 pm

Stephen Hawking: A Brief History Of Mine - This is the extraordinary story of the
planet’s most famous living scientist, Stephen Hawking, told for the first time in his own
words and by those closest to him. Made with unique access to Hawking’s private life, this
is an intimate and moving journey into Stephen's world, both past and present. Despite
the constant threat of death, Hawking has continued to make many remarkable scientific
discoveries, and his bravery which has influenced his inspirational life has propelled him to
fame and super-stardom. (From the UK) (Documentary) (Rpt) G CC
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4:35 pm

Wild Hawaii - Secrets of the Deep - Hawaii was born of fire into a world of water that has
become as unique and spectacular as the islands themselves. This world for the most part
remains hidden, secreted beneath the waves. Here creatures great and small struggle to
live, while battling the lava, currents, and one another in an epic tale of survival. (Ep.2)
(From the US) (From the US) (Documentary) (Rpt) G CC

5:30 pm

Motor Sport: Dakar Rally 2017 - Coverage of the Dakar Rally 2017. This year will see
the addition of Paraguay, the 29th country in its history. Australian winner of the 2016
Motorbike Class, Toby Price, will seek to defend his title. (Sport) (Motor Sports) CC

6:00 pm

Shane Delia's Moorish Spice Journey Best Bites - Spain - The Moors arrived in Spain
in 711 AD and ruled the region for hundreds of years. They left behind the foundations of
an extraordinary cuisine, and in this special episode, Shane Delia relives his favourite
moments from his spice journey through Andalucia. (Part 2 of 2) (From Australia, in
English & Spanish) (Food Series) G CC

6:30 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and international
news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS Production) CC

7:30 pm

The Vikings Uncovered - Dan Snow uncovers the lost Vikings in America with space
archaeologist Dr Sarah Parcak. Sarah uses satellites 383 miles above the earth to spot
ruins as small as 30 centimetres buried beneath the surface. As Sarah searches for Viking
sites from Britain to America, Dan explores how they voyaged thousands of miles when
most ships never left the shoreline. He also tracks their expansion west, first as raiders
and then as settlers and traders throughout Britain and beyond to Iceland and Greenland.
In North America they excavate what could be the most westerly Viking settlement ever
discovered. (S.1 Ep.1) (From the UK) (Documentary Series) PG CC **Premiere**

8:35 pm

Vikings - The hit drama series 'Vikings' returns for another gripping season led by Travis
Fimmel, and written by Michael Hirst. Last season ended with a fierce battle between the
Vikings and the French, eventually coming down to Ragnar against Rollo, which sealed
the fates of the two brothers. (S.4b, Ep.1) (From the US) (Drama Series) (Class. tba) CC
**New Season**

10:20 pm

Trapped - Captain Carlsen agrees to work with the police. On the ferry, it transpires that
one crew member is wanted by police all over Europe. He proves to be a difficult catch.
(S.1 Ep.8) (From Iceland, in Icelandic & English) (Drama Series) M(A) CC

11:10 pm

World News Australia Late - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and
international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS
Production) CC

11:40 pm

MOVIE:
Nothing Bad Can Happen - Inspired by horrifying true events, Tore, a young lost soul
involved with an underground Christian punk movement, falls in with a dysfunctional family
who test his seemingly unwavering faith. (From Germany, in German) (Movie) (Drama)
(2013) MA(V,A,S)
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1:35 am

MOVIE:
Uncle Boonmee Who Can Recall His Past Lives - This is the wonderfully whimsical
story of Uncle Boonmee as he recalls his past lives from his deathbed, surrounded by
loved ones and the caring ghosts of his wife and son. A stunningly beautiful and often
comedic meditation on life. Winner of the Palme d'Or at Cannes in 2010. Directed by
Apichatpong Weerasethakul and stars Thanapat Saisaymar, Jenjira Pongpas and Sakda
Kaewbuadee. (From Thailand, in Thai) (Drama) (2010) (Rpt) M(S)

3:35 am

One Born Every Minute: What Happened Next? - This documentary series revisits
some of One Born Every Minute's most memorable mums and dads as they face the
highs and the lows of parenthood to build a family and a future. (S.2,Ep.3) (From the UK)
(Documentary Series) (Rpt) M(A) CC

4:25 am

Food Lovers' Guide To Australia - Maeve O'Meara and Joanna Savill continue to
explore the best food and produce around. In this episode, the fishermen of Ceduna; cake
decorating with Amanda Way; the dancing ginger growers of Sunshine Beach; two country
chefs in Cowra; and some of our newest citizens - Africans in Alice Springs. (An SBS
Production) (Food Series) (Rpt) G CC
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Thursday January 12th, 2017
5:00 am

CCTV English News - The English language news channel from China Central Television
(CCTV) in Beijing, the nation's largest national broadcasting network.

5:30 am

NHK World English News - News from Japan's Broadcasting Corporation, NHK,
delivering the latest in business, technology, health, environmental and world news, in
English.

6:00 am

France 24 English News - International news and current affairs television from Paris,
offering a French perspective on world events, in English.

6:30 am

Deutsche Welle English News - News and analysis of the top international and
European news and current affairs from Berlin, in English.

7:00 am

Al Jazeera English News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in
English.

7:30 am

Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.

8:10 am

Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.

8:40 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.

9:30 am

Greek News From Cyprus - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.

10:30 am

German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.

11:00 am

Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.

12:00 pm

Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.

12:30 pm

Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.

1:00 pm

PBS Newshour - Reviews and analysis of the day's news presented by Judy Woodruff for
the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) in the United States.

2:00 pm

Obama: Eight Years Of Power - 100 Days - Barack Obama came to office arousing
more enthusiasm world-wide than any previous American president. He promised to close
Guantanamo. Why is it still open? He ordered the operation to kill Osama bin Laden. What
risks made him pause? In his speeches he promised to restore America’s moral standing
in the world. Why did he then authorise more extrajudicial executions by drone than
George W. Bush? He succeeded in passing a national health care law. Why did the
opponents of this reform bring the US to the edge of default in an effort to stop it? (S.1
Ep.1) (From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) PG CC

3:05 pm

Living Black - Ntaria To Nashville - Australia's leading Indigenous current affairs
program. Hosted by Karla Grant. (An SBS/NITV Production) (Rpt) CC

3:35 pm

SBS Flashback - Flashback on Everyone Loves a Wedding - Elizabeth and David - As
the melting pot bubbles away, many more Australians are choosing to marry outside their
ethnic background. At no other time are cultural traditions celebrated with such passion as
at a wedding. (An SBS Production) (Rpt) G CC
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3:40 pm

The Sixties - 1968 - Tom Hayden, Gloria Steinem, Lance Morrow, Evan Thomas, Dan
Rather, Morley Safer, Tim Naftali, and Mark Kurlansky discuss how one of the most
dramatic years in American history was punctuated by a Soviet incursion into
Czechoslovakia, devastating assassinations, turning points in the wars in Southeast Asia,
a decisive and televised end to the Johnson Administration, violence at the Democratic
National Convention, and the election of President Nixon. (From the US) (Documentary)
(Rpt) PG(A) CC

4:30 pm

Underground Britain - Central England - Rob Bell travels from Mansfield all the way to
Buckinghamshire where he’ll discover the subterranean secrets that lie under the green
and pleasant land of Central England. He’ll delve below the surface in the city of
Nottingham, to the largest underground network of man-made caves anywhere in Britain,
on the trail of a bloody, medieval mystery. His quest will take him to an infamous tunnel
that leads to the ruins of Nottingham Castle, and to a long-lost secret hidden outside the
castle walls…that starts in a humble back garden but holds a bloody secret. (From the
UK) (Documentary) (Rpt) PG CC

5:30 pm

Motor Sport: Dakar Rally 2017 - Coverage of the Dakar Rally 2017. This year will see
the addition of Paraguay, the 29th country in its history. Australian winner of the 2016
Motorbike Class, Toby Price, will seek to defend his title. (Sport) (Motor Sports) CC

6:00 pm

Destination Flavour Scandinavia Best Bites - Travel through Scandinavia with Adam
Liaw as he revisits his best moments and the best meals from his journey throughout the
region. (S.1 Ep.1) (From Australia) (Food Series) G CC

6:30 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and international
news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS Production) CC

7:30 pm

Great British Railway Journeys - In the series, Michael Portillo travels along the railway
networks of Great Britain and Ireland, referring to a Victorian guidebook written by George
Bradshaw, as he describes how the various destinations have changed since Victorian
times. From Ayr, he admires the granite island of Ailsa Craig before getting to grips with
the ancient sport of curling, with help from a Scottish World Champion. The Ancient
Society of Kilwinning Archers invites Michael to take part in the oldest archery competition
in the world. At Barassie, he rides the footplate of a freight train hauling coal on Scotland’s
oldest railway line. He caps off this leg of his journey in Stewarton. (S.1 Ep.1) (From the
UK) (Documentary Series) G CC **New Series Premiere**

8:05 pm

Destination Flavour Singapore - Adam Liaw travels to the island of Singapore, and
whilst he's there to experience Singapore's culture through food, this time he's also set a
challenge for himself. In just 6 weeks, he's going to put on a Salute to Singapore Banquet
Dinner for some of the country's top food identities, a 5-course reflection of the tastes,
sights and sounds he finds along the way. But Singapore is also a place that Adam has a
strong personal connection with. That's because his mother was born there, as was his
grandfather and great-grandfather before that, and many of his father's Hainanese
relatives also call Singapore home. In this episode, Adam catches up with a cousin from
his father's side of the family, to learn how he has been making Hainanese Chicken Rice
for over 30 years. (S.1 Ep.1) (From Australia) (Commissioned by SBS) (Food Series) G
CC **New Series Premiere**
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8:35 pm

Royal Gardens On A Plate - Spring - Michelin-starred chef Raymond Blanc, together
with Kate Humble, has been given the unique opportunity to spend a year at the most
famous botanical gardens at Kew to re-establish the long-lost kitchen gardens that once
provided produce for the royal table from George II to Queen Victoria. Raymond learns
about the infamous rhubarb triangle before harvesting his own to make his sublime
version of rhubarb and custard. (S.1 Ep.1) (From the UK) (Food Series) G CC **New
Series Premiere**

9:35 pm

Midnight Sun - Directed by Marlind and Stein, the team behind Scandi-noir success The
Bridge, Midnight Sun follows the investigation of the brutal murder of a French citizen in
Kiruna, a small Swedish town in the Arctic Circle where the sun never sets. What ensues
is the discovery of a 10-year-old secret conspiracy that no one could ever imagine. In this
episode, the brutal murder of a French citizen sees French homicide investigator Kahina
Zadi (Leila Bekhti) go to Kiruna, Sweden. Together with Rutger Burlin (Peter Stormare),
she begins an investigation that soon takes on staggering proportions. (S.1 Ep.1) (From
France & Sweden, in English, Swedish & French) **New Series Premiere**

11:35 pm

World News Australia Late - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and
international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS
Production) CC

11:50 pm

Magnifica 70 - The Last Day - Vicente eventually begins to direct the film more
confidently, but Larsen demands a kiss between Helena and Dora. Vicente refuses to
direct it and abandons filming. Manolo takes over. At the clinic, Isabel’s affair with Carlos
continues. At General Souto’s house, he reproaches Isabel before his paralysed wife. He
leaves and a secret is revealed. Meanwhile Helena tells Dario that Dora and Vicente are
in love and brings Dario, who she introduces as her brother, to the set. Dora and Vicente
continue to get closer. (S.1 Ep.6) (From Brazil, in Portuguese) (Drama Series) M(N,D,L)
CC

12:50 am

The Island With Bear Grylls: Men - After five weeks on the island, the men are
struggling to find enough to eat as the island's already depleted resources fail to deliver
the coconuts and limpets that have become their staple diet. With energy levels at rock
bottom, the island's oldest castaway - 58-year-old Phil - is forgotten when an unsatisfying
watery fish broth is served for lunch. The oversight sees the men galvanise themselves to
recapture their team spirit of old. The men decide that the only way to slow their physical
decline is to put the last of their remaining energy into hunting for meat to eat. After a
daring capture, the men feast on their first taste of meat in weeks, and their energy and
spirits are revived. Finally, Bear Grylls arrives to bring the men back to civilisation.
(S.2,Ep.6) (From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) M(A,L) CC

1:45 am

The Island With Bear Grylls: Reunion - In the series, The Island, Bear Grylls conducted
the ultimate survival challenge to see if 14 men and 14 women could survive for six weeks
on an uninhabited island in the Pacific Ocean. They were completely alone, filming
everything themselves, with only a handful of basic tools and the clothes they stood up in.
In this special episode, Bear returns to meet the men and women who made it through the
experiment and sees first-hand how they managed to survive for the past six weeks. He
hears their reflections on their time on the island and shares his thoughts on how they
have coped with the extremes. (S.2,Ep.7) (From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Final)
(Rpt) MA(L) CC
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Coasts Of Ireland - Dublin And The East - With over 1500 kilometres of impressive
cliffs, stunning natural beauty, and traditional lifestyles, Ireland is truly the Emerald Isle.
From the traditional pubs in Dublin to the friendly dolphin of Dingle Harbour, from the
sturdy Connemara horses and tiny Rathlin Island to the Titanic's sister ship in Belfast, this
five-part series takes a very personal look at the country and people of Ireland. (Part 1 of
5) (From Germany & Ireland, in German) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) G CC

3:35 am

Coasts Of Ireland - The Irish Riviera - With over 1500 kilometres of impressive cliffs,
stunning natural beauty, and traditional lifestyles, Ireland is truly the Emerald Isle. From
the traditional pubs in Dublin to the friendly dolphin of Dingle Harbour, from the sturdy
Connemara horses and tiny Rathlin Island to the Titanic's sister ship in Belfast, this series
takes a very personal look at the country and people of Ireland. (Part 2 of 5) (From
Germany & Ireland, in German) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) G CC

4:25 am

Food Lovers' Guide To Australia - Maeve O'Meara and Joanna Savill continue to
explore the best food and produce around. In this episode, a visit to a native Australian
rainforest to look for bunya nuts; fruit gelato from Pompei's Gelateria; the low-down on
happy hens and their eggs; and an all-American Thanksgiving feast. (An SBS Production)
(Food Series) (Rpt) G CC
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5:00 am

CCTV English News - The English language news channel from China Central Television
(CCTV) in Beijing, the nation's largest national broadcasting network.

5:30 am

NHK World English News - News from Japan's Broadcasting Corporation, NHK,
delivering the latest in business, technology, health, environmental and world news, in
English.

6:00 am

France 24 English News - International news and current affairs television from Paris,
offering a French perspective on world events, in English.

6:30 am

Deutsche Welle English News - News and analysis of the top international and
European news and current affairs from Berlin, in English.

7:00 am

Al Jazeera English News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in
English.

7:30 am

Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.

8:10 am

Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.

8:40 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.

9:30 am

Greek News From Cyprus - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.

10:30 am

German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.

11:00 am

Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.

12:00 pm

Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.

12:30 pm

Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.

1:00 pm

PBS Newshour - Reviews and analysis of the day's news presented by Judy Woodruff for
the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) in the United States.

2:00 pm

Settle Down Place - This documentary is about the women who performed and shared
their story at the iconic Barunga Festival. (From Australia) (NITV) (Documentary) (Class.
tba)

2:30 pm

Meeting Place - Stories from the sacred ground of the Garma Festival. (From Australia)
(NITV) (Documentary) (Class. Tba)

3:00 pm

The Point Year In Review 2016 - Stan Grant and the NITV team look back on 2016. The
Point goes beyond the mainstream news cycle to uncover Indigenous stories that matter.
(An NITV Production)
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Italy Unpacked - In The Heat Of The Day - The final stretch of Andrew and Giorgio's
journey takes them all the way down to the toe of Italy and the southern regions of
Campania and Calabria. There, invaders and foreign empires have shaped the culture
and cooking over millennia, making this Italy's most exotic area. The first stop is Naples, a
city unlike anything else in the country - or the world - attracting visitors for centuries with
its vibrant street life and Baroque masterpieces. Farther down the coast, Amalfi and
Paestum reveal outside influences that date back millennia, and then it is on to Italy's own
wild west, Calabria, with its art and extraordinary, untouched countryside. (Final) (Ep.3)
(From the UK) (Food Series) (Rpt) PG CC

4:30 pm

Greeks Of The Sea - Nikos meets one of Greece’s billionaire shipowners who take him to
the island that he and other ship owning families call home. From there, Nikos travels to
Agathonisi and goes on patrol with the Hellenic Coast Guard to intercept asylum seeker
boats. Next, under the guidance of a seasoned skipper, Nikos learns to sail a 50ft yacht,
visiting secluded islands and encountering the most entertaining characters. He travels to
Kalymnos and meets the island’s famous sponge divers, learning about their perilous
trade. Nikos hops on the spectacular Star Clipper square-rigger sailing cruise ship, visiting
the intriguing island of Patmos. When our host finally arrives back in Athens, he reflects on
his journey at the awe-inspiring Temple of Poseidon with Captain Makis. (Part 3 of 3)
(From Australia & Greece) (Documentary/Travel) (Rpt) PG CC

5:30 pm

Motor Sport: Dakar Rally 2017 - Coverage of the Dakar Rally 2017. This year will see
the addition of Paraguay, the 29th country in its history. Australian winner of the 2016
Motorbike Class, Toby Price, will seek to defend his title. (Sport) (Motor Sports) CC

6:00 pm

Destination Flavour Scandinavia Best Bites - Travel through Scandinavia with Adam
Liaw as he revisits his best moments and the best meals from his journey throughout the
region. (S.1 Ep.1) (From Australia) (Food Series) G CC

6:30 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and international
news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS Production) CC

7:30 pm

Great British Railway Journeys - Using a 19th century Bradshaw's Handbook for
travelling through Victorian Britain, Michael Portillo sets off on four new railway journeys
which will take him across Britain. (S.6 Ep.1) (From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Class.
Tba) CC **New Series Premiere**

8:40 pm

10:35 pm

MOVIE:
Yves Saint Laurent - Yves Saint Laurent is a spectacular celebration of the famous and
flamboyant designer’s artistry, drive and inspiration. This fascinating biopic focuses on
Yves Saint Laurent at the zenith of his celebrity and explores his relationships, neuroses,
addictions and insecurities. The always charismatic Gaspard Ulliel delivers a compelling
performance as the tortured iconoclast, ably supported by Aymeline Valade and Léa
Seydoux as his muses. However, it is the performances of Louis Garrel as the preening
model and Jérémie Renier as Pierre Bergé that are the real stand-outs. Saint Laurent’s fall
from grace and his subsequent rise to fame are well known, but this fascinating film adds
new layers to his story of redemption. Be prepared for a continuous display of covetable
garments that serve as a reminder of the true genius behind the aloof façade of Saint
Laurent. (From France, in French) (Movie) (Biography) (2013) M(D,S)
World News Australia Late - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and
international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS
Production) CC
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MOVIE:
We 3 - Camila, Rafael and Cazé all arrive from different parts of Brazil to attend college in
São Paulo. Meeting one night at a party, they instantly connect and quickly move into a
big apartment together. Soon they are spending every minute together, and are simply
known to others as ‘The Three’. There is only one rule: that no sex should ever get in the
way of their friendship. But this rule turns out to be a little more complicated than
anticipated. (From Brazil, in Portuguese) (Film) (Drama) (Rpt) M(D,L,S)

12:35 am

Romanzo Criminale - A rift forms between Libano and Dandi over a plan to blackmail a
cop into helping them with a drugs raid, while Inspector Scialoja falls deeper in love with
Patrizia. Stars Francesco Montanari and Marco Bocci. (S.1,Ep.9) (From Rome, in Italian)
(Drama Series) (Rpt) MA(V)

1:35 am

Romanzo Criminale - Libano, Dandi and Fierolocchio are imprisoned, but are offered
their freedom - if they agree to work for the special agents they encountered in the brothel.
Meanwhile, Freddo tries to quell rumours in the Roman underworld following the trio's
arrest. Stars Francesco Montanari and Marco Bocci. (S.1,Ep.10) (From Rome, in Italian)
(Drama Series) (Rpt) MA(V,S,D)

2:40 am

Romanzo Criminale - The nephew of one of the gang's former associates is murdered,
and Libano grows increasingly paranoid when he learns that members of his group have
been operating a loans racket and selling drugs without his consent. Stars Francesco
Montanari and Marco Bocci. (S.1,Ep.11) (From Rome, in Italian) (Drama Series) (Rpt)
MA(V,D)

3:40 am

Romanzo Criminale - Libano's paranoia spirals out of control, as Freddo turns his back
on the criminal underworld and makes a fresh start with his girlfriend Roberta. Stars
Francesco Montanari and Marco Bocci. (Final) (From Rome, in Italian) (Drama Series)
(Rpt) MA(S,D)

4:55 am

Gourmet Farmer Afloat Bitesize - Some of your favourite moments and recipes so far
from Matthew Evans’s brand new series which sees he, Nick Haddow and Ross O’Meara
take to the sea to discover Australia’s fascinating history and amazing bounty while having
the time of their lives. (Commissioned by SBS) (Food) (Rpt) G CC
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5:00 am

CCTV English News - The English language news channel from China Central Television
(CCTV) in Beijing, the nation's largest national broadcasting network.

5:30 am

NHK World English News - News from Japan's Broadcasting Corporation, NHK,
delivering the latest in business, technology, health, environmental and world news, in
English.

6:00 am

France 24 English News - International news and current affairs television from Paris,
offering a French perspective on world events, in English.

6:30 am

Deutsche Welle English News - News and analysis of the top international and
European news and current affairs from Berlin, in English.

7:00 am

Al Jazeera English News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in
English.

7:30 am

Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.

8:10 am

Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.

8:40 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.

9:30 am

Greek News From Cyprus - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.

10:30 am

German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.

11:00 am

Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.

12:00 pm

Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.

12:30 pm

Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.

1:00 pm

PBS Newshour - Reviews and analysis of the day's news presented by Judy Woodruff for
the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) in the United States.

2:00 pm

Small Business Secrets - In this episode we check out the small businesses making a
huge impact on social economic issues. We visit Melbourne social enterprise Pollinate
Energy, who are lighting up Indian slums with solar lighting, and fly to Hong Kong to drop
in on Les Beatitudes, the stay-at-home mums making purses out of neckties to support
their family. We head to Brisbane to auto repair shop Brothers Garage, who train up atrisk youth, asylum seekers and the disabled, and visit Dick Smith in his Sydney home to
gain his business insight. We also explore the young Australians fighting the global water
crisis, and check out a warehouse employing those from disadvantaged backgrounds to
recycle mattresses from landfills. (S.1 Ep.10) (SBS Production) (Documentary Series)
(Rpt) (Class. tba) CC

2:30 pm

ISU Figure Skating - Coverage of the ISU Grand Prix Japan featuring the Men and
Dance competitions. (Sport) (Figure Skating) CC
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3:30 pm

Alexander's Lost World - Alexandria On The Oxus - Alexander the Great is credited
with building sixteen Greek cities in Central Asia alone. But is this the real story? To date,
none of his fabled cities have been unearthed. David Adams begins his search for the
ancient culture Alexander conquered and one lost city that bears his name - Alexandria on
the Oxus. (From the UK) (Documentary) (Rpt) PG CC

4:30 pm

Treasures Of Ancient Egypt - Birth Of Art - In this epic, visually stunning adventure
through Ancient Egypt, journalist and art critic Alastair Sooke tracks down the treasures of
the longest-lasting civilisation in history, while uncovering the true story of their rise and
fall throughout the ages. In the premiere episode, Alastair Sooke tells the story of Ancient
Egyptian art through 30 extraordinary masterpieces. Tracing the origins of Egypt's unique
visual style, he treks across the Sahara and travels the Nile to find the rarely-seen art of
its earliest peoples. Exploring how this civilisation's art reflected its religion, he looks anew
at the Great Pyramid, and the statuary and painting of the Old Kingdom. Sooke is amazed
by the technical prowess of ancient artists whose skills confound contemporary craftsmen.
(Part 1 of 3) (From the UK) (Documentary) (Rpt) PG CC

5:30 pm

Motor Sport: Dakar Rally 2017 - Coverage of the Dakar Rally 2017. This year will see
the addition of Paraguay, the 29th country in its history. Australian winner of the 2016
Motorbike Class, Toby Price, will seek to defend his title. (Sport) (Motor Sports) CC

6:00 pm

Bon Appetit! Gerard Depardieu's Europe - Catalonia - Gerard loves the Catalans. He
discovers Prat chicken, snails, eels, and beautiful rice fields in the Ebro Delta. In a tapas
bar in Barcelona, he meets the filmmaker Isabel Coixet. (S.1 Ep.6) (From France, in
French) (Food Series) PG CC

6:30 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and international
news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS Production)
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EASTERN STATES (NSW, ACT, VIC, TAS)
7:35 pm

Hitler's Secrets - The Actor - This episode investigates Hitler’s rise from election defeat
in 1928 to Germany’s Messiah in 1933. Experts analyse his speeches, dissect his PR gift
and interrogate the mind of a man who ruthlessly executes his closest comrade. They
explore how Hitler survives the scandalous death of his niece, shot with his own pistol,
zero in on Hitler’s first meeting with Eva Braun, and attempt to square the private Hitler
who is paranoid about his own security with the celluloid god of the ultimate propaganda
movie, Triumph of the Will. History’s greatest performer has conquered Germany. Now
he’s ready to take on the world. (S.1 Ep.2) (From the UK) (Documentary Series) PG CC
**New Series Premiere**

8:30 pm

Vikings - The hit drama series 'Vikings' returns for another gripping season led by Travis
Fimmel, and written by Michael Hirst. Last season ended with a fierce battle between the
Vikings and the French, eventually coming down to Ragnar against Rollo, which sealed
the fates of the two brothers. (S.4b, Ep.1) (From the US) (Drama Series) (Rpt) (Class. tba)
CC **Encore**

10:15 pm

Rockwiz - Ainslie Wills & 360 - Rock music's most famous faces continue to mix it with
the best local trivia buffs. Host Julia Zemiro asks the questions and Brian Nankervis
adjudicates over the mayhem. One of the special guests this week is Melbourne-born
rapper 360, who performs his hit single 'Child' with Kelly and Eliza Wolfgramm on backing
vocals. (Commissioned by SBS) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) M (L) CC

11:00 pm

Live Premier League: Tottenham V West Brom - Lucy Zelic and Craig Foster host live
coverage of the Premier League 2016-17 as Tottenham take on West Bromwich Albion
FC at White Hart Lane, London. (Sport) (Football/Soccer) **Live**

1:50 am

Raymond Blanc: How To Cook Well - Poaching - Michelin-starred chef and
restaurateur Raymond Blanc gives viewers a masterclass in basic cooking techniques.
Over six weeks, Raymond will show us how to master essential cooking skills, including
roasting, poaching, frying, slow cooking, baking and barbeque and grilling. Each program
will showcase five delicious dishes that are created using one of these techniques.
Raymond will bring all his passion, curiosity and expertise to the series as he shows the
audience what happens when you use each technique. In this episode, Raymond
explores the techniques of poaching. (S.1,Ep.5) (From the UK) (Food Series) (Rpt) G CC
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SOUTH AUSTRALIA
7:35 pm

Hitler's Secrets - The Actor - This episode investigates Hitler’s rise from election defeat
in 1928 to Germany’s Messiah in 1933. Experts analyse his speeches, dissect his PR gift
and interrogate the mind of a man who ruthlessly executes his closest comrade. They
explore how Hitler survives the scandalous death of his niece, shot with his own pistol,
zero in on Hitler’s first meeting with Eva Braun, and attempt to square the private Hitler
who is paranoid about his own security with the celluloid god of the ultimate propaganda
movie, Triumph of the Will. History’s greatest performer has conquered Germany. Now
he’s ready to take on the world. (S.1 Ep.2) (From the UK) (Documentary Series) PG CC
**New Series Premiere**

8:30 pm

Vikings - The hit drama series 'Vikings' returns for another gripping season led by Travis
Fimmel, and written by Michael Hirst. Last season ended with a fierce battle between the
Vikings and the French, eventually coming down to Ragnar against Rollo, which sealed
the fates of the two brothers. (S.4b, Ep.1) (From the US) (Drama Series) (Rpt) (Class. tba)
CC **Encore**

10:15 pm

Ernesto In Soccerland - It was never going to be easy for Ernesto being the new
Argentine kid at school in football-crazed Brazil. But ultimately, it's his football skills that
eases the taunts and makes new friends of his Brazilian foes. (From Brazil, in Portuguese
& Spanish) (Entertainment) (Short Film) (2009) PG CC

10:30 pm

Live Premier League: Tottenham V West Brom - Lucy Zelic and Craig Foster host live
coverage of the Premier League 2016-17 as Tottenham take on West Bromwich Albion
FC at White Hart Lane, London. (Sport) (Football/Soccer) **Live**

1:20 am

Rockwiz - Ainslie Wills & 360 - Rock music's most famous faces continue to mix it with
the best local trivia buffs. Host Julia Zemiro asks the questions and Brian Nankervis
adjudicates over the mayhem. One of the special guests this week is Melbourne-born
rapper 360, who performs his hit single 'Child' with Kelly and Eliza Wolfgramm on backing
vocals. (Commissioned by SBS) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) M (L) CC

2:10 am

SBS Flashback - As the melting pot bubbles away, many more Australians are choosing
to marry outside their ethnic background. At no other time are cultural traditions celebrated
with such passion as at a wedding. (S.1 Ep.16) (An SBS Production) (Rpt) PG CC
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QUEENSLAND
7:35 pm

Hitler's Secrets - The Actor - This episode investigates Hitler’s rise from election defeat
in 1928 to Germany’s Messiah in 1933. Experts analyse his speeches, dissect his PR gift
and interrogate the mind of a man who ruthlessly executes his closest comrade. They
explore how Hitler survives the scandalous death of his niece, shot with his own pistol,
zero in on Hitler’s first meeting with Eva Braun, and attempt to square the private Hitler
who is paranoid about his own security with the celluloid god of the ultimate propaganda
movie, Triumph of the Will. History’s greatest performer has conquered Germany. Now
he’s ready to take on the world. (S.1 Ep.2) (From the UK) (Documentary Series) PG CC
**New Series Premiere**

8:30 pm

Vikings - The hit drama series 'Vikings' returns for another gripping season led by Travis
Fimmel, and written by Michael Hirst. Last season ended with a fierce battle between the
Vikings and the French, eventually coming down to Ragnar against Rollo, which sealed
the fates of the two brothers. (S.4b, Ep.1) (From the US) (Drama Series) (Rpt) (Class. tba)
CC **Encore**

9:25 pm

Food Lovers’ Guide To Australia - Maeve O'Meara and Joanna Savill continue to
explore the best food and produce around. In this episode: Maeve gets an old family
recipe from a famous Broome clan - the singing Pigram Brothers; and Joanna hangs out
with chef Simmon Hawke, who cooks snails Italian style. (An SBS Production) (Food
Series) (Rpt) G CC

10:00 pm

Live Premier League: Tottenham V West Brom - Lucy Zelic and Craig Foster host live
coverage of the Premier League 2016-17 as Tottenham take on West Bromwich Albion
FC at White Hart Lane, London. (Sport) (Football/Soccer) **Live**

12:50 am

Vikings - The hit drama series 'Vikings' returns for another gripping season led by Travis
Fimmel, and written by Michael Hirst. Last season ended with a fierce battle between the
Vikings and the French, eventually coming down to Ragnar against Rollo, which sealed
the fates of the two brothers. (S.4b, Ep.1) (From the US) (Drama Series) (Rpt) (Class. tba)
CC **Encore**

1:40 am

SBS Flashback - As the melting pot bubbles away, many more Australians are choosing
to marry outside their ethnic background. At no other time are cultural traditions celebrated
with such passion as at a wedding. (S.1 Ep.16) (An SBS Production) (Rpt) PG CC

1:50 am

Raymond Blanc: How To Cook Well - Poaching - Michelin-starred chef and
restaurateur Raymond Blanc gives viewers a masterclass in basic cooking techniques.
Over six weeks, Raymond will show us how to master essential cooking skills, including
roasting, poaching, frying, slow cooking, baking and barbeque and grilling. Each program
will showcase five delicious dishes that are created using one of these techniques.
Raymond will bring all his passion, curiosity and expertise to the series as he shows the
audience what happens when you use each technique. In this episode, Raymond
explores the techniques of poaching. (S.1,Ep.5) (From the UK) (Food Series) (Rpt) G CC
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NORTHERN TERRITORY
7:35 pm

Hitler's Secrets - The Actor - This episode investigates Hitler’s rise from election defeat
in 1928 to Germany’s Messiah in 1933. Experts analyse his speeches, dissect his PR gift
and interrogate the mind of a man who ruthlessly executes his closest comrade. They
explore how Hitler survives the scandalous death of his niece, shot with his own pistol,
zero in on Hitler’s first meeting with Eva Braun, and attempt to square the private Hitler
who is paranoid about his own security with the celluloid god of the ultimate propaganda
movie, Triumph of the Will. History’s greatest performer has conquered Germany. Now
he’s ready to take on the world. (S.1 Ep.2) (From the UK) (Documentary Series) PG CC
**New Series Premiere**

8:30 pm

Vikings - The hit drama series 'Vikings' returns for another gripping season led by Travis
Fimmel, and written by Michael Hirst. Last season ended with a fierce battle between the
Vikings and the French, eventually coming down to Ragnar against Rollo, which sealed
the fates of the two brothers. (S.4b, Ep.1) (From the US) (Drama Series) (Rpt) (Class. tba)
CC **Encore**

9:25 pm

SBS Flashback - Lee Lin Chin takes a nostalgic journey through the SBS archives
highlighting some of the best station idents that SBS has produced. (From Australia)
(Short) (Rpt) G

9:30 pm

Live Premier League: Tottenham V West Brom - Lucy Zelic and Craig Foster host live
coverage of the Premier League 2016-17 as Tottenham take on West Bromwich Albion
FC at White Hart Lane, London. (Sport) (Football/Soccer) **Live**

12:20 am

Vikings - The hit drama series 'Vikings' returns for another gripping season led by Travis
Fimmel, and written by Michael Hirst. Last season ended with a fierce battle between the
Vikings and the French, eventually coming down to Ragnar against Rollo, which sealed
the fates of the two brothers. (S.4b, Ep.1) (From the US) (Drama Series) (Rpt) (Class. tba)
CC **Encore**

1:15 am

Rockwiz - Ainslie Wills & 360 - Rock music's most famous faces continue to mix it with
the best local trivia buffs. Host Julia Zemiro asks the questions and Brian Nankervis
adjudicates over the mayhem. One of the special guests this week is Melbourne-born
rapper 360, who performs his hit single 'Child' with Kelly and Eliza Wolfgramm on backing
vocals. (Commissioned by SBS) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) M (L) CC

2:10 am

SBS Flashback - As the melting pot bubbles away, many more Australians are choosing
to marry outside their ethnic background. At no other time are cultural traditions celebrated
with such passion as at a wedding. (S.1 Ep.16) (An SBS Production) (Rpt) PG CC
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Saturday January 14th, 2017
WESTERN AUSTRALIA
7:30 pm

Food Lovers’ Guide To Australia - Maeve O'Meara and Joanna Savill continue to
explore the best food and produce around. In this episode: Maeve gets an old family
recipe from a famous Broome clan - the singing Pigram Brothers; and Joanna hangs out
with chef Simmon Hawke, who cooks snails Italian style. (An SBS Production) (Food
Series) (Rpt) G CC

8:00 pm

Live Premier League: Tottenham V West Brom - Lucy Zelic and Craig Foster host live
coverage of the Premier League 2016-17 as Tottenham take on West Bromwich Albion
FC at White Hart Lane, London. (Sport) (Football/Soccer) **Live**

10:50 pm

Hitler's Secrets - The Actor - This episode investigates Hitler’s rise from election defeat
in 1928 to Germany’s Messiah in 1933. Experts analyse his speeches, dissect his PR gift
and interrogate the mind of a man who ruthlessly executes his closest comrade. They
explore how Hitler survives the scandalous death of his niece, shot with his own pistol,
zero in on Hitler’s first meeting with Eva Braun, and attempt to square the private Hitler
who is paranoid about his own security with the celluloid god of the ultimate propaganda
movie, Triumph of the Will. History’s greatest performer has conquered Germany. Now
he’s ready to take on the world. (S.1 Ep.2) (From the UK) (Documentary Series) PG CC
**New Series Premiere**

11:45 am

Vikings - The hit drama series 'Vikings' returns for another gripping season led by Travis
Fimmel, and written by Michael Hirst. Last season ended with a fierce battle between the
Vikings and the French, eventually coming down to Ragnar against Rollo, which sealed
the fates of the two brothers. (S.4b, Ep.1) (From the US) (Drama Series) (Rpt) (Class. tba)
CC **Encore**

1:30 am

Rockwiz - Ainslie Wills & 360 - Rock music's most famous faces continue to mix it with
the best local trivia buffs. Host Julia Zemiro asks the questions and Brian Nankervis
adjudicates over the mayhem. One of the special guests this week is Melbourne-born
rapper 360, who performs his hit single 'Child' with Kelly and Eliza Wolfgramm on backing
vocals. (Commissioned by SBS) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) M (L) CC

Saturday January 14th, 2017
ALL MARKETS REJOIN
2:20 am

Mad Men - Man With A Plan - Things quickly become awkward after the two firms merge,
Don asserts his dominance over Sylvia, Pete has to deal with his ailing mother, and Bob
Benson helps out a sick Joan. (S.6,Ep.7) (From the US) (Drama Series) (Rpt) PG(S) CC

3:10 am

Mad Men - The Crash - The creative department has a wild, drug-influenced weekend as
they work on the Chevy account, Don has trouble letting go of Sylvia, and Sally walks in
on an unwelcome intruder. (S.6,Ep.8) (From the US) (Drama Series) (Rpt) M(A,S,L) CC

4:05 am

Mad Men - The Better Half - Peggy becomes unsatisfied with her apartment and with
Abe, Don has an eventful weekend with Betty while Megan has problems on the set,
Roger has time with his grandson, and Pete begins exploring his options outside the firm.
(From the US) (Drama Series) (Rpt) M(A,L) CC

